
UK police officers are always both under increased pressure and criticised. Why? 
The root cause analysis is an invaluable evidence-based technique used to ascertain the underlying reasons behind specific effects. I use this method 
to determine the source of the increasing pressures applied to the British police officers and am relying solely on news agencies and public articles.

Bogdan CiocoiuI argue that root cause analysis helps conditions where the historical events' recollection can be timely reproduced and backed by data. I stress that the root cause analysis 
application may reveal a political agenda or environmental forces that act as underlying causes, testing the team's integrity when criticised (even if one uses evidential data).
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40% fewer PCSOs to patrol the streets?
2019

Replace experienced officers with new recruits?

Deploying volunteers instead of full-time employed officers?

Shortage of armed officers?

A fall of nearly 20,000 officers compared to 10 years ago

Police starting salary from £18,400?

The police threaten Home Office with legal action over reforms 

Homicide rise linked to falling in police numbers

Robbery rise blamed on police cuts and rise in smartphone use

2015 - 2020

Cases resulting in charging the suspect

Police solve fewer than one in 10 crimes

1.4% rape 
5.4% theft 
7.2% robbery

2019 - 2020

Police funding: Ministers 'unaware of cuts impact'

'No excuses for not cutting crime', Patel tells police

Leaked: police cuts fuelled violent crime surge
2011 - 2020

Police service 'hated' by government, officers told

Portugal's radical decision to decriminalise all drugs

Police 'dealing with more mental health incidents'

'Poverty link' to youth violence
2018 - 2020

Do the public still trust the police?

Children and teenagers 'lacking trust in police'

Crimes unreported as the public lose faith in the police

Coronavirus: 'Lower priority' crime cases put on hold

2014 - 2020

London protests: Demonstrators clash with police

Far-right demonstrators clash with London police

Mass anti-racism protests take place in cities across UK

29 arrests as police break up anti-lockdown demonstration

UK climate change protests

Arrests made at London protest over policing powers and vigil

A decade of disagreement: how protest is shaking the UK

2019 - 2021

Working alone left me with PTSD

Assaults on police officers have risen by a third

2019

Violent crime recorded by police rises by 19%

Knife crime in England and Wales at record high

Why are acid attacks on the rise?

How can we stay safe against the increase of moped crime?

Transphobic hate crime reports have quadrupled in the UK

Brexit 'major influence' in racism and hate crime rise

Modern slavery cases 'rise by over a third'

'Record hate crimes' after EU referendum

Why moped crime is surging

Covid-19: Spat-at police officer tests positive for virus

Man who spat at and kicked a police officer in Kennington

Boy, 12, charged after east London stabbing

2017 - 2021

Police report 16% rise in violent crime on Britain's railwaysSevere understaffing at the national 
level, i.e., 2018, saw the lowest 

number of police officers since 1981

Consistent evidence on Central 
Govt.'s part of making strong yet ill-

informed statements or decisions

The UK Govt. is yet to design and 
invest in a suitable long-term national 

strategy to enable police forces to 
protect members of the public

Less trust and subsequently less 
support from members of the public

Increased violent crime rates across 
all major divisions coincided with the 
pressures excerpted by the Central 

Govt. on the UK police forces to 
restrict the use of stop-and-search Consecutive violent protests yet to be 

responded to, constructively, with 
legislation, but which are wrestle-

controlled using non-Public Order-
equipped police response

Remaining officers are exposed to 
considerably higher operational risks

Less intelligence gathered from 
members of the public naturally leads 

to less proactive policing (i.e. only 
reactive and less-informed responses)

Substituting (ten years later) 
experienced officers with new recruits 

reflects in the quality of case mgmt. 
and subsequently, charge rates
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